
INDUCTION OF THYROID CANCER BY IONIZING
RADIATION (NCRP-80)
National Council on Radiation Protection and Measure
ments, Bethesda, 1985, 93 pp. $13.00

NCRP-80 is a generally well-organized compendium of
epidemiologic statistics characterizing the association of thy
roid cancer with prior exposure to ionizing radiation. It
should prove to be a useful, concise summary reference for
statisticians, health physicists, and physicians whose work at
a particular point in time needs review of such data. This
information is timely in view of continued societal concerns
about the relationship of ionizing radiation and cancer.

An initial carefully developed chapter describes compo
nents of the absolute risk estimate equation and how the
numbers are derived. These concepts and figures are neatly
linked to the two subsequent chapters examining the evidence
for thyroid cancer following external radiation exposure and
internal exposure from iodine-131 (â€˜@â€˜I),respectively. The
section on animal studies dramatically emphasizes how dif
ferent the findings are with small animals as compared with
humans. Typical of NCRP publications, the printing and
tabular materials are outstanding.

It is difficult for the reader not to be overwhelmedby the
mass of data presented. The monograph would be improved
by chapter summaries and a final summary interpretation of
the data as they now stand: the upper range risk estimate for
external radiation exposures beneath 1,500 rad is â€˜@2.5
cases/million persons/rad/yr from exposure to risk onset in
children; for adults, the risk is half that for children; and the
risk from internal exposure to@@@ I is considerably smaller, if it
existsatall.

It is not clear why the committee did not address a major
issue generated by their review, i.e., why does thyroid cancer
seem to arise following exposure to external radiation but not
to the internal radiation from â€˜31I? Amid the reasonably large
number of human and animal studies that have been done,
there surely must be some clues from which to generate
hypotheses about this important phenomena. Also, in view of
the efficacy of â€˜@â€˜Ifor producing hypothyroidism and goiter,
is there some clue to cancer prevention in the development of
these two entities with the absence of cancer?

A short chapter relating the reportedobservations to radi
ation cancinogenesis in general might have been more useful
than the chapter summarizing a variety of less pertinent
physical and biologic characteristics of the radioiodines and
technetium-99m (99mTc) On the other hand, the physical
data were not used to discuss whether the curie is indeed a
valid dosage unit, recognizing that the particulate emissions
per disintegration vary among the isotopes cited.

Other generic conceptual and operational difficulties are
highlighted by the text. The methods of dosing with external
x-irradiation are not discussed, although I suspect they were
extremely heterogenous for many of the human and animal
studies. For example, what are the experimental bounds on
the doses reported in the literature? How are these sources of

imprecision integrated into the risk estimates? Is there any
effect of the x-ray energy spectrum on carcinogenesis?

Because these reports are of a quasistatutory nature, the
statements made therein must be held to a high standard of
validity. Based on the physical data tabulation, however, the
authors suggest 1231and 99mTcpertechnetate will be consid
ered to have an upper bound risk coefficient for thyroid
carcinogenesis which is the same as that for external nadi
ation. Is this a correct, consistent, or prudent deduction?
What are the implications for nuclear medicine practice?

The text also states that low-dose exposures from internal
1311 have not been shown to be carcinogenic for the human

thyroid, yet it recommends an upper limit value of risk as one
third that of external irradiation. If there are no data avail
able now on ifdata thus far show no relationship, then would it
not be more correct to so state, rather than to imply that an
unsubstantiated figure be quoted for application to the gener
al population, litigation and to public policy? In the absence
of a proven direct sequence for experimental cancinogenesis, I
propose the title be, Association of Thyroid Cancer with
Ionizing Radiation.

DAVID E. DRUM
Brigham and Women's Hospital
Boston, Massachusetts

DIGITAL IMAGE PROCESSING IN RADIOLOGY
A. E. James, J. H. Anderson, C. B. Higgins. Baltimore,
Williams & Wilkins, 1985, 27! pp, $57.00

Major advances in digital image acquisition and processing
have occurred in diagnostic radiology in the past 15 years.
The most significant example is the ubiquitous computed
tomography (CT) scanner, which is dependent on the success
ful marriage of computer and x-ray detector technology.
Another example, much more limited in extent, has occurred
in angiography where there has been a growing romance
between image intensifier-videocamera systems and comput
ers. During the same time period, parallel advances also have
been made in nuclear medicine image-processing technology.
Since the display and processing of radiographic and nuclear
medicine images on digital computers often utilize similar
algorithms, a new publication that surveys the current state
of-the-art of image processing in radiology would be particu
larly educational for nuclear medicine readers. Digital Image
Processing in Radiology is a strong candidate to fulfill this
task. In general, the publishers have produced a text of excel
lent quality with the minor exception, in my opinion, of the
font size, which is a little smaller than normal for a book of
thistype.

Digitallmage Processingin Radiology contains a compila
tion of 20 papers by experts in various areas of digital radiog
raphy. An excellent historical survey (Nudelman) of the
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concepts and evolution of photoelectronic digital imaging
devices, emphasizes temporal subtraction in i.v. angiography.
The chapters that follow include such topics as the assessment
of organ function (Price Ctal.), contrast media time-concen
tration curves (Burbank and Brody), evaluation of left yen
tnicular function (Higgins et al.), and contrast materials for
cardiovascular digital subtraction angiography (Gerber and
Higgins). While the individual chapters cover a broad spec
trum of topics, the papers vary greatly both in the thorough
ness and depth of the covered material. Many of the chapters
are state-of-the-art summaries ofcurrent research, while oth
ens provide a tutorial review of techniques. A particularly
good example of the latter is Lantz's article on video dilution
techniques. Only a few papers are primarily devoted to clini
cal case reports. In addition, the book also contains several
articles on digital radiographic instrumentation and process
ing techniques. For nuclear medicine scientists, Schneider's
discussion of the sampling theorem's application to digital
radiographic systems should be of special interest.

The potential reader shouldbe aware, however,that while
the title, Digital Image Processing in Radiology, implies a
comprehensive survey of a broad range of disciplines, in
actuality the material covered is generally restricted to digital
videofluoroscopic systems. In addition, this book does not
provide a comprehensive review ofdata processing techniques
in radiography, and when this topic is covered (e.g., recursive
filters), the material is treated in a limited manner. Finally,
there is minimal discussion of current commercial equipment
and software. These limitations are, however, balanced by the
inclusion of a large number of relevant topics and the candid
commentary on the advantages and limitations of each
technology.

In summary, while individual articles vary in completeness,
this book serves as a good state-of-the-art summary for digital
radiographic systems dedicated to digital subtraction angio
graphy. The book will appeal particularly to readers with a
background in radiology and with prior knowledge of com
puter technology. In general, there is sufficient material to
make this book a desirable addition to most nuclear medicine
reference libraries.
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